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No Vaccine, no unemployment benefits…
Posted by Kane on December 11, 2022 7:38 pm
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MilkBarTV
@TheMilkBarTV · Follow

Audio: Australian Government Employee on Vaccine 
Mandates: "It's causing a whole world of pain for a lot 
of people... There's no consistency whatsoever."

Watch on Twitter

4:32 AM · Dec 11, 2022

427 See the latest COVID-19 information on Twitter

Read 37 replies

 

Phone call from Australia posted today. The man speaking is the same man who posted the tweet.
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Flashback bonus clip…

MilkBarTV
@TheMilkBarTV · Follow

Never forget when Melbourne, Australia was a 
Covid Police State. Excessive violence & brutality, 
all in the name of safety! 

Watch on Twitter

6:42 AM · Oct 7, 2022

Read the full conversation on Twitter

5.7K See the latest COVID-19 information on Twitter

Read 415 replies
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MilkBarTV ·@TheMilkBarTV 6h

Covid Karma: Latest Celebrities & Politicians catching Covid 
after spreading Disinformation (Whoopi Goldberg, Bill Clinton) 

31 219

MilkBarTV Retweeted

Voice For Victoria ·@Voice4Victoria 17h

NEW: Vax mandates for emergency service volunteers in 
Victoria have suddenly been ripped off. Bizarrely, it seems it's 
just for volunteers. Public servants are still forced to have 3x 
doses or they can't work.

47 351

MilkBarTV ·@TheMilkBarTV 16h

YouTube's "Medical Misinformation" = the narrative a year ago.
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Dave

 newest  oldest  most voted

GET AUSTRALIA OUT OF THE UNITED NATIONS NOW
One Nation supports this emergency. Senator Rennick, Liberal National Party, also most
strongly supports this. There are others too. Support One Nation this forthcoming March NSW
State Election. Volunteers most welcome.

Senators Malcom Roberts, One Nation and Gerard Rennick, Liberal National Party can be
seen on YouTube presenting many times in the Senate, how the “vaccines” are neither
safe or effective.

Is the Mark of the Beast here yet—Israel—saw a video at a Mickie-D’s —if you can’t prove you
had the Vax then you couldn’t purchase anything—Your hand print is now the thing, connected
directly to your credit—no card needed much less any cash—–wake up !!!! The US may be
the last to really get hit hard but they are pushing and it is coming—-Where is all the promises
of the White Hats if you can believe that—lol

I think that NYC has a similar policy if you are terminated for refusing to be poisoned.

Australia has become the shithole of the world!

Join the discussion...
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Toby

21    Reply  December 12, 2022 10:16 am

beau

20    Reply  December 12, 2022 10:10 am

Pogo 1000

Why is Rachel Maddow saying God for bid? Does she believe in God?

if so, she hasn’t read Romans1 or Corinthians?

That’s fine. The people having to be entrepreneurs, instead of unemployment, will fare well.
The unemployed will be wards of the state.

Gave up their guns for safety then told a injectible poison is safe and effective. Australia,
Canada, UK & Britain already had a slave mentality before giving up their firearms.

now Aussies must take a chance on dying to get retirement benefits. i suspect the govt views
that as a ‘possible savings’ should the retiree die from the jab.

what a country!

The kangaroos seem rational though….
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8    Reply  December 12, 2022 8:42 am

Strive

14  Reply  December 12, 2022 9:27 am

Skeptic

Would the Aussie government be attempting such madness if the guns hadn’t been
confiscated a generation ago?

They would be unwilling to USE them…similar to the US. I haven’t seen much of
ANYTHING happen in the US. Forced mandates…nothing. Stolen elections…nothing.
Dems in jail…none. The only upside is, the uptake with the vax in the Dem party. Maybe
we have to wait out Darwin?

And if anyone should say: That leg waxxines are safe. And that they are effective, I answer:
Either you are a prince in fact or you are in a way to become one.

Time to identify who in government is working with corporations for this and get rid of both
sets. They want to eliminate people but the greater population can decide who if they know
the people that want the population eliminated.

If they want to eliminate the population why don’t they start with themselves? Just
curious.

If they off themselves who will remain to finish the job … Can yo imagine how
much time and money it’s taking just to kill the few million of us with a vaccine …
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Old man on the mountain
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beau

8  Reply  December 12, 2022 10:14 am

Jimmy

4  Reply  December 12, 2022 10:38 am

The back-up death plans are no heat in winter and not food anytime. So those
assigned to take about 7 billion of us out … and dispose of the bodies … that’s
Herculean.

Perhaps when they are getting close to the goal, they will just break out the
machined bulldozers.

Time to start tainting the pool of vaccine cards. Make it to where they don’t know who is and
who is not.

“I’m sorry mate” what we are experiencing is on a global level. We are back In archaic times.
What’s next gladiator games between pure bloods and the compliant sheep.

So, no vaccine, no job or unemployment? Way to make a whole new class of criminals.
Desperate individuals will do desperate things when they have nothing to lose.

the worst enemy one can have is a human being with nothing left to lose. i do not think
the stupids in charge realize this fact. they also do not realize the fact that the elites and
their bag men – the ‘leader’ – need us more than we need them. it is time to act that way.

All those who refused the mark….cough cough….waxxine…
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Don Perry

13  Reply  December 12, 2022 9:00 am

Krieger_B

13    Reply  December 12, 2022 7:17 am

The commie/fascist New York State denied unemployment benefits when my wife who didn’t
get the shot and got fired from the hospital she worked at. By the way she had 2 medical
exemptions and a religious exemption that were denied. Nothing new here if you live in NY.

Australia and Canada are racing to see which becomes a full blown Communist nation.

There are no winners under communism.

Don’t forget New Zealand.

I was going to say exactly what you did say 👌

Don’t look now, but the US is not far behind!

No sympathy. Enjoy tyranny of government.
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Sillylilbit

47    Reply  December 12, 2022 5:14 am

William in Ajax

Crimes against Humanity !

The jab works as intended, comrade. We understand completely.

One fact most don’t know is that the MRna was developed by DARPA in 2012. Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is a research and development agency of the
United States Department of Defense responsible for the development of emerging
technologies for use by the military. Brings a whole new view of the vaccine, doesn’t it? 

Governments: we’ll hold your God-given basic human rights hostage until you’re a “good team
player” 😒

I am amazed this is still happening. The jab doesn’t work! What part of that is not understood?

The Jab was sold to the public with the promise that if you catch Covid the vaccine will
“protect” your loved ones and the severity of your infection will be less.
Both promises have proven to be outright lies.
Covid vaccines are the equivalent of taking two aspirin, to lower the severity of your
infection.
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Jimmy

Negative – covid “vaccines” are the equivalent of swallowing razor blades to
address the pain of a sprained ankle.

Or, The equivalent of adding mercury to your salad to cure syphallis?

Come on, the vaccines ARE 100% safe and effective, from all big pharma CEOs
points of view anyway…

This gets no lol.

I believe the “vaxxine” is working EXACTLY as intended. Force control of the people.
Reduce the population. Tons of heart problems and a very high number of excess deaths!
Yup. It never was a vaccine. It was always ‘gene therapy’. The sheep are dying and they
are happily (or fearfully) walking straight in line for the slaughter.

What if….the entire wovid story was a sales pitch to sell a pandemic fabricated on
a computer and fleshed out in event201?
What if, there never was a “novel coronavirus” nothing but the seasonal flu built up
by breathless “journalists” and pushed by our feckless “leaders”?

Are the main agendas of the CV Sales pitch are to corral as many into seeking the
CV and to also clearly identify ones who easily saw thru this repeated scam and
ignored the nonsense advice from obvious morons pretending to be experts?
(Looking at you Anthony FaucedUsUp)
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Not Sure

OK, Sure, people got sick, but didn’t the annual death increases wait to begin until
after the CV wax rollout”?

What if indeed……
Im rambling…
Sorry

The Jimmy.

“When I grow up, I wanna be a fireman!.”
Me. Age. 4.

Is it 100% safe and effective for accomplishing their “science” created big pharmageddon
golem?

100% safe profits?
0% liability?

To a corporation that’s as safe and effective as they get.

If the people didn’t give up their right to bear arms! This would be a different story. A people
who can’t defend themselves from a government that suck. You become a slave to is policies!

Vax mandates give new meaning
your necks “down under” the boot of gubbamint

suggest Australia and New Zealand
make getting your guns back
a top priority for your peoples
if sanity ever returns

good luck !

That man should be swinging from a tall pole and a short rope.
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Humanitarian blackmail. Australia has lost it’s moral compass and turned to the dark side for
EVER. God is NOT happy.

Make sure if those in government go full Nazi again and the LEOs are their enforcers, that you
get the Popo’s badge numbers. When justice returns to America someday in the future, we will
know who to go after. The biggest mistake tyrants and Nazi’s always make, is thinking that
they’re immune for the carnage they created. Ask Mussolini, Saddam Hussein, Hitler, Nicolae
Ceausescu, etc. how things worked out for them. LEOs who go along with this and turn on
their fellow countrymen, and I know some won’t, but those who do, need to remember what
happened to the Nazis at Nuremberg.

But Bob, they were just following orders. Sarc.

The French revolution, not to mention our own, were no picnics. Sapien will naturally look
out for #1 and history does / will repeat itself if need be.

I am convinced that if a govt authority told people to go to the nearest tall building and jump
off, half the the population would be dead by morning, that includes half my relatives. Another
25% would be dead by noon the next day because they were delayed stopping to get masks
and boosters for the jump.
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Sick and tired
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Jobjohn
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littlewing

Context, wife is sick. She tests positive for corona. Other relatives freaking out think we
should take her to hospital. I give her 2 shots of peptobismal, and in 20 minutes she’s
feeling better, eating soup, and catching some sleep. She will survive. She has had worse
flus. They are convinced I will die because I am unvaxxed (wife is vaxxed). I am not sick
and past the incubation stage. I am probably immune. This defies their brain logic. How
could I be immune if I never got the shot and never had covid? They are completely
conviced that immunity comes from a needle. They have no concept of how the human
species got this far. Apparently, we are all just bio-mechanoids who owe their life to a govt
talking head. They refuse to discuss, debate, or consider anything but state sponsored
and approved propaganda. In the words of Galileo, phuckem.

As looney as your posts sounds, I’m in full agreement with you. You speak the truth.

The Aussies need to depopulate their elected officials. The WEF goal is to eliminate 13 out 14
people. Heck, that might make the governments run better.

Australia was number one on my bucket list at one time.
The pictures of the dumpsters full of guns (650,00) in the mid 90’s that were confiscated by
their government without a shot being fired changed my mind and was permanently dumped
from my bucket.
I didn’t need covid to convince me that Australians are pussies and I need to stay home and
FIGHT for my freedoms that are being attacked by the left, NATO, WHO SNDYOUR OWN
GOVERNMENT from the shit they pulled during and before the 2020 presidential elections.
My heart bleeds for you…NOT❗

They test this stuff in white countries overseas to see how it will play in the target country USA.
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alicat2441

We won’t give up our guns easily after observing what has happened to the former english
commonwealth nations. The Brits tried to do that to us in the 1700s. If our government
tries it on us we’ll do the same to them.

Talk about evil.

“If we can’t shoot you. we’ll starve you”. mRNA is just as deadly as lead. if perhaps a bit less
traumatic.

hang them all.

Upvote to infinity. The victims need to have justice meted out.

It’s not only Australia. The USA did and is doing it also. I had a co-worker that had to move to
TX from NV. She was denied unemployment because she refused the vaccine. I was offered a
job, after being off due to surgery since July, on Tuesday. I accepted the position on Weds.
Haven’t heard a word from the company since. I am unvaccinated, but have a medical
exemption from my allergist. I texted the person who offered me the job on Friday saying I
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bob
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hadn’t heard from HR and she hasn’t replied. I have a feeling it is because of my unvaccinated
status. I want that on the record and then I’m talking to a lawyer.

No one should have to offer a reason for not taking the shot. A simple”no” should be all
anyone needs.

Enjoy your extortion. Pretty sure that’s what that is. They try that shit here , there’s gonna be a
big ass problem. You take people’s livelihood, they don’t have anything else to lose.

This is why you keep your guns. Enjoy your tyranny Australia. You voted for it.

turn your cynical scorn on the megalomaniacs and psychopaths that have perpetrated this
outrage. our strength is in our cohesion with each other. keeping us weak by manipulating
us to focus our anger on each other is their only strength because they are few and we
are MANY. for the love of God. OPEN YOUR EYES

“A house divided cannot stand”. They read the bible too. You’re right, if we did stick
together, they wouldn’t stand a chance.
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Stacey

Uh, did they?

Americans had at least 2 elections stolen without using their guns. Currently non citizens
cannot even travel to the USA without bring vaccinated.

The idea that your guns are anything more that a psychological crutch is laughable. You
pussies will never use them.

When I go to grab mine, I will know where it is. How about you?

And then again, maybe they didn’t vote for it.

i’m sure it’s in the STACK, but no vaccine, no kidney transplant.
https://www.foxnews.com/lifestyle/teen-denied-kidney-transplant-not-vaccinated-covid-parents

14 year old child denied kidney transplant since she is not vaccinated. I’ve been following
this. They have set up a GIVE SEND GO acct trying to raise money to find a hospital that
will accept her to have the kidney transplant procedure. I hope this is not FAKE NEWS.
Maybe K/CFP can shed some light on this story.
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DEZ nuts
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We have only BEGUN TO FIGHT !!!!!
FREEDOM!!!!!

Understand people we are living through a moment in history that will be one of the most
trying times of mankind. We are on the edge of extinction if they are successful. I don’t say
this as a conspiracy theorist. Our military has been compromised along with our emergency
services. Add in all of the airline pilots and first responders. How can you help? Share what
you know with EVERYONE. Don’t be afraid to be called names. We need to awaken the
masses. They are distracted on purpose. Will Tom Brady and his old lady get back together?
Will so and so get a butt lift? Those are all distractions to keep people from knowing what is
really happening. Share CFP. Share the truth wihout the fear of being called a silly name. Look
what happened in New Zealand when they took that baby. Look what’s happening in North
Carolina with the 14 year old being denied a kidney transplant since she is not vaccinated.
WAKE UP PEOPLE. ….WAKE UP.
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